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Polishing is a repetitive task done in an unhealthy environment. Often more
than half of the manufacturing time is required to polish a die. The manual polishing
process is a tedious work actively rely on a skilled human worker. Industrial Robot
has replaced the human in performing these tasks. For robotic polishing to control
the polishing force, an active compliant device is used. Due to the compressibility
of air, a pneumatic system is preferred as the actuator of the device. The force of
the actuator is controlled by regulating air pressure in both chambers of the cylinder.
However, to improve productivity, a constant polishing force alone is not sufficient,
the stiffness is also considered. The current work involved a new adaptive approach
to model and control of the force and stiffness of an active compliant device. The
device can adaptively control the compliance and force in real time compensating the
gravitational effect due to the mass, gravity, and orientation of the tool. The designed
single axis controller consists of a dual acting pneumatic cylinder attached to the end
effector of an industrial robot. The effectiveness of the force and stiffness controlled
polishing system was proved through experiments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. POLISHING
Polishing is a surface finishing process of using abrasives to smooth part sur-
face. The purpose of polishing is getting uniform quality surface throughout the part.
Traditionally, polishing is a highly skill dependent labor intensive manual operation
with long process time [1, 2, 3]. Therefore, manual polishing methods are gradually
being replaced by automated systems. Automated polishing system requires compli-
ant control of polishing tool [4]. To automate the process and achieve desired surface
quality, the contact force, stiffness, polishing path, and depth, tool speed, and feed
rate are important to be controlled. Among them, the compliant control of contact
forces and stiffness are two significant parameters. In this study, the main objective
is controlling the force and stiffness of a compliant control device and demonstrating
the effectiveness.
1.2. ROBOTIC POLISHING
The conventional automated machines to polish a free-form surface are based
on either computer numeric control (CNC) machine tools or robots [5, 6]. Free form
surface polishing requires a machine that can follow complicated paths. Therefore,
robotic polishing is more efficient in conforming curved surfaces than CNC machining
center based polishing system [7]. Moreover, there is more flexibility in a robotic
polishing system than five-axis CNC machine [8].
Robotic Polishing are of two types: Part in Hand and Tool in Hand.
1.2.1. Part In Hand. In this type of application, the robot grips the part
and manipulate it over the surface finishing apparatus fixed on a floor. The Part in
Hand system has several benefits over Tool in Hand system. Bulky surface finishing
2tool i.e. belt, wheel or disk can be used. Loading/unloading, and polishing operation
can be combined in a single working cell. This application is mostly used for polishing
a relatively small size workpiece [9]. One significant disadvantage of Part in Hand
system is that due to the insufficient dexterity of robot to reach all around the part
and interference of the robot gripper, sometimes it is not possible to polish the entire
surface. That is why the industries mostly prefer Tool in Hand applications.
1.2.2. Tool In Hand. In this application, robot holds the polishing tool
and manipulates it over the part to be polished. The Part in Hand configuration
is applicable for too large parts (i.e. airfoil, turbine blades) what are unwieldy for
robots to carry. As the tool moves in the work cell, not the part, these applications
provide sufficient dexterity to reach all around the part. Additionally, the robot can
change the abrasive media itself; no human intervention is needed during operation
[10]. Due to the flexibility and dexterity of Tool in Hand over Part in Hand, there
is a rapid growth of its application in polishing, deburring, and grinding operations.
Therefore, in this paper, a Tool in Hand system is studied.
1.3. TYPES OF TOOLING
During polishing, the physical contact between the tool and the workpiece
causes contact forces between them. The tools are categorized as a rigid tool and
compliant tool [11].
1.3.1. Rigid Tool. In rigid tooling, the motion system of the robot is used
to generate required tool force. Wang [12] proposed an active torque controller based
automatic polishing system. Due to the coupling between the machine motion and
the tool force, there is a long time delay in generation of the required force from the
actuator to the tool tip. Moreover, the part may be over-polished because of the
slight misalignment of the tool with the part. In the worst scenario, the tool may
break. Yoshikawa [13], Raibert and Craig [14] have proposed some approaches.
31.3.2. Compliant Tool. Compliance is the inverse of stiffness. The magni-
tude of displacement per unit force is defined as compliance. The primary objective
of developing an automated robotic polishing system is to replace human workers and
to improve the productivity. Since human workers are inherently compliant, therefore
the robot performs imperfectly until compliance is added during polishing. Moreover,
tool compliance can compensate misalignment between the tool and the part to some
extent; thereby compliant tooling eliminates the problems occurred in rigid tooling.
Figure 1.1 shows the effect of tooling.
(a)
(b)
Figure 1.1. Effect of tooling during surface contact : (a) rigid tool, (b) compliant tool[9]
41.4. METHODS OF FORCE CONTROL
In general, there are two methods of controlling force in a robotic polishing
system. The following subsections provide a glance at the literature for these two
approaches.
1.4.1. Through The Arm Force Control. In this method, applied force
and stiffness is controlled by regulating the torque at each joint of the robot. A
tool is attached to the end effector with a six-axis force/torque transducer. When
the tool remains in contact with the part surface, the force/torque sensor output
signal is received and compared to the set value by the robot controller. Then the
robot arm position is relatively changed to maintain the set force [15, 16, 17, 18,
19]. Since industrial robots are not compliant enough, successful implementation of
Through the arm force control is difficult. Though this method works well for low-
speed applications, but due to the large mass of robotic arms, performance degrades
with the increase in feed rates.
1.4.2. Around The Arm Force Control. In this method, an auxiliary
device attached to the end effector with an additional axis of motion provides required
compliance by decoupling the compliant controller from the robot. The robotic arm
is just used for motion and positioning only. The auxiliary compliant control device
has a separate controller; thereby this feature can ease programming of the robot.
Simple path planning program is enough to do the polishing. Additionally, Around
the arm force control method is applicable for both an open and closed architecture
robots. Moreover, due to an additional axis, the delay in the force generation is
reduced substantially. Additionally, this method can be used for high-speed operation.
Therefore, the current work implemented the method.
51.5. FORCE CONTROL DEVICE
An auxiliary device controls the force and compensates positional errors by
actuating the tool along the axis of motion. The techniques what provide actuation
and compliance are spring actuator, electromagnetic actuator, and pneumatic actu-
ator. Among them, spring is the most simple and inexpensive. Compliant force is
achieved with the compression of spring. But spring is not very accurate and flexible.
Since spring is a passive device, the applied force changes as the spring compresses.
Therefore, spring actuation is not commonly used for Around the arm force controlled
Tool in Hand method. Electromagnetic actuation with zero operating friction is more
useful as a compliant device than spring actuators. Varying the current flow through
the solenoid, the force can be changed quickly. But, the solenoid is heavy and re-
quires a lots of power. Additionally, after extended periods of operation saturation
problem occurs. The pneumatic actuator is mostly preferred among all natural com-
pliant devices because of the compressibility of air and small weight to force ratio.
Availability of compressed air in industries and low cost of the system have made
pneumatics an obvious choice. Unlike spring actuators, the pneumatic actuator can
be used for both passive open loop, active close loop systems. In an open loop system,
the air pressure can be controlled manually. In close loop systems, the air pressure
continuously regulated via a feedback system provides high precision compliance in-
dependent of the frictional and gravitational effects. In this study, active close loop
controlled pneumatic actuator was used to design adaptive compliant device.
1.6. LITERATURE REVIEW
Research community started conducting research in robotic polishing more
than 30 years ago. Different research groups studied on various concentration in
robotic polishing. Some of them mainly focused on developing different automated
6polishing systems and techniques, others worked on polishing path planning, polishing
process development, polishing quality improvement, optimal tool angle, speed, and
orientation, and force and position control of the tool. Takeuchi [20] proposed an
automated prototype machining center with a robot. For automated polishing process
Kuo [21] used fuzzy neural networks. Later to optimize the process Ahn et al. [22]
used an expert system. Lee et al. [23] researched on controlling the trajectories
of a robotic polishing system using CAM data. A method of tool path generation
based on curves generation and projection was suggested by Mizugaki, and Sakamoto
[24]. This proposed systems hardly have collision check function. Later, Takeuchi
suggested a collision-free polishing path generation [25]. Other proposed different
automated polishing systems are spinning inflated gas bag polishing technique [26],
computer vision approach [27], assistive electromagnetic field based polishing process
[28], magnetic compound fluid (MCF) based non-contact polishing [29], and oblique
ultrasonic polishing system [30, 31]. The implementation of an automated polishing
system does not only depend on polishing method, and path planning but also requires
the development of the polishing process. Saito et al. [32], Su and Sheen [33] proposed
different process planning strategy. The effect of polishing parameters was studied
by Lin and Wu [34]. However, to improve productivity, force control strategy is
indispensable [35, 36, 37, 38]. Force control robots have been developed by many
researchers [39, 40, 41, 42]. The programming of force control robot is complicated and
time-consuming, therefore these robots are not widely used in industries. Currently,
the force control strategy is based on impedance control or force/position mixture
control [14, 43, 44, 45, 46]. The problems with impedance control have been studied
in detail [47, 48, 49]. A larger impedance parameter required to keep the stability
of movement transition results delay in dynamic response [50]. Moreover, as the
repeatability of an industrial robot is around 0.5 mm, therefore, it is hard to polish
a free-form surface using the position control technology [51]. C.H. Liu et al. [52]
7designed a compliant device using linear spring to perform active, smooth and soft
control. He studied the effect of imposing compliance during polishing and concluded
that there exist intermediate values of stiffness to produce the best polishing results.
Since spring is not very accurate and flexible and the applied force changes as the
spring compresses, so the current research was initiated to design an adaptive force
and stiffness controlled device using pneumatic actuator.
1.7. MOTIVATION
When a robot comes into contact with an object, several factors i.e. clearance,
strain, deflection decreases the stiffness of the system. Additionally, tools of different
mass and size used in industry during polishing may require updates of controllers.
Moreover, the effect of gravity on the continuous changing orientation of the tool
must be compensated. Therefore, an adaptive force and stiffness control algorithm is
required to deal with the errors related to the unmodeled dynamics. A Tool in hand
Around the arm control device was designed in this study which can adaptively control
the effective compliance of the tool and apply precise force in real time regardless the
mass and orientation of the tool.
82. COMPLIANT DEVICE MODELING
2.1. FORCE AND STIFFNESS MODELING
In this study, a pneumatic system based compliant device is developed. Fig-
ure 2.1 illustrates the schematic diagram of a compliant device with required sensors
and valves. The system consists of a double acting pneumatic cylinder, three pressure
sensors, one displacement sensor, load cell, two valves and a polishing tool connected
at the end of the cylinder rod. A double acting pneumatic cylinder has two cham-
bers, upper and lower chamber. The pressure sensors measure the air pressure in
these two chambers and the pressure of the compressed air supply. The displacement
sensor measures the position of the piston, and the load cell measures the external
force during the interaction of tool and workpiece. The force exerted by a pneumatic
system can be expressed as:
F = PuAu − PlAl − PatmArod (2.1)
where F is the force, Pu and Pl are the absolute ambient pressures inside the upper and
lower chamber of the pneumatic cylinder respectively, Patm is atmospheric pressure,
Au and Al are the cross-sectional areas of upper and lower chambers, and Arod is the
cross-sectional area of the rod. During robotic polishing, the external force between
the tool and workpiece can be represented as
FL = F − (Mp +Mr +MT ).d2x/dt2−B.dx/dt−Ff + (Mp +Mr +MT ).g.Cosθ (2.2)
where FL is the external force, Mp, Mr, and MT are the mass of piston, piston rod
and tool respectively, d2x/dt2 is the acceleration, dx/dt is the velocity of the actuator,
B is the damping coefficient, g is gravity, and θ is the orientation angle of the axis
9Figure 2.1. Schematic diagram of compliant device for robotic polishing
of compliance. During robotic polishing, the tool has to remain in contact with
the workpiece and the robot controls the position of the tool. The purpose of using
auxiliary actuator is to maintain consistent contact of the tool with the workpiece
at a constant force and stiffness. Since the position accuracy of an industrial robot
is around 0.5 mm, therefore when the tool is in contact with the workpiece, the
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acceleration and the velocity of the actuator can be neglected. The equation becomes,
FL = F − Ff + (Mp +Mr +MT ).g.Cosθ (2.3)
In compliant device, the mass of the piston and the rod remains constant as it remains
always fixed with the cylinder, but tools of different mass and size are used as per
application. That is why in this study, an adaptive force and stiffness controller is
designed. Combining equations 2.1 and 2.3, the external force can be represented as
FL = PuAu − PlAl − PatmArod − Ff + (Mp +Mr +MT ).g.Cosθ (2.4)
The stiffness of a pneumatic system is defined as the rate of change of actuator force
with respect to the piston position,
Stiffness = K = −δF/δx (2.5)
where x is the displacement of the actuator. Substituting 2.1 into 2.5 yields,
K = −δ(PuAu − PlAl − PatmArod − Ff + (Mp +Mr +MT ).g.Cosθ)/δX (2.6)
As there is no effect of change of piston position on friction force, mass, gravity and
orientation of tool, so the stiffness K can be expressed as
K = −Au(δPu/δX) + Al(δPl/δX) (2.7)
Assuming air as an ideal gas, the chamber pressure can be described as a function of










where Pu, Pl, Vu, Vl, and mu, ml are the pressure, volume and mass in upper and
lower chamber, R (=287 J/(Kg.K)) is the ideal gas constant, and T (=293 K) is the
absolute temperature. In robotic polishing, since the valve is usually mounted on the
arm of the robot and the actuator is at the end effector, therefore the total volume of
each chamber includes the volume of the pipes which is denoted by Vpu and Vpl. The
volume of each chamber is
Vu = Au(Lu ± x) (2.10)
Vl = Al(Ll ∓ x) (2.11)




Au(Lu ± x) + Vpu (2.12)
Pl =
mlRT
Al(Ll ∓ x) + Vpl (2.13)
Differentiating equations 2.12 and 2.13 with respect to x yields
δPu/δx = ∓ muRT
Au(Lu ± x)2 = ∓
Pu
Lu ± x (2.14)
δPl/δx = ± mlRT
Al(Ll ∓ x)2 = ±
Pl
Ll ∓ x (2.15)
Combining 2.14, 2.15 and 2.7 the stiffness becomes,
K = ±( AuPu
Lu ∓ x +
AlPl
Ll ± x) (2.16)
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Therefore, the absolute value of stiffness is
K =
AuPu
Lu ∓ x +
AlPl
Ll ± x (2.17)







where, Xd, and (L−Xd) are the lengths of upper chamber and lower chamber respec-
tively. From the equation above, it is obvious that stiffness is independent of the pipe
length and diameter and stiffness increases as the pressure in the any of the chamber
increases.
2.2. FRICTION BEHAVIOR OF PNEUMATIC CYLINDER
Friction makes the dynamic of double acting pneumatic cylinder complex.
When the pneumatic system works on higher force the friction dynamics can be
neglected but during robotic polishing, since the external force ranges between 10N
to 30N, therefore the friction model consideration is necessary. The static friction-
velocity map is shown in Figure 2.2. The figure represents that static friction force
reduces for low velocities and then increases as the velocity increases. There are four
main static friction coefficient: 1) static friction (Fs), 2) coulumb friction (Fc), 3)
viscous damping coefficient (B), and 4) stribeck velocity (y˙s). The modeling of
friction force by Nouri et al. [54] using the coefficients is




where δ =2, [55] is an arbitrary component. During robotic polishing, since the com-
pliant device moves at very low speed compared to the stribeck velocity, the exponent
13
Figure 2.2. Friction force characteristic of a pneumatic system in steady state[53]
term in equation 2.19 is approximately unity. Due to low speed operation, the ef-
fect of the multiplication of damping coefficient and velocity can also be neglected.
Therefore the friction force can be expressed as,
Fatr = Fs (2.20)
Xuan [56] has shown that during extending stroke, the steady state friction force
increases with the air pressure (Pu) in upper chamber and slightly decreases with
the air pressure (Pl) in lower chamber. Similarly during retraction, the friction force
slightly increases with lower chamber air pressure (Pl) and decreases with the upper
chamber air pressure (Pu). The relationship between the static friction force (Fs) and
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the pressure in both chambers is linear
Ff = Fatr = Fs0 +XuPu −XlPl (2.21)
where Fs0, Xu and Xl are the parameter which can be identified experimentally for
both extension and retraction of the cylinder. In [56] the dynamic behavior of the
friction modeling shows a hysteresis behavior is seen at low velocities. In robotic
polishing, since the compliant device has to compensate (<= 0.5mm) error of the
tool position with a low tangential velocity (5mm/s) of tool over the workpiece so
the velocity of the piston along axis of compliance is very low (< 0.5mm/s). There-
fore, the hysteresis behavior has negligible effect on the friction force. The values of
Fs0, Xu and Xl were determined experimentally. Three different pressure was set at
both chambers. Substituting the values of pressures in both chambers and the force
measured by load cell in the following equation the values were determined.
FL = PuAu − PlAl − PatmArod ∓ (Fs0 +XuPu −XlPl) + (Mp +Mr +MT ).g (2.22)
The friction force is negative during extraction and positive during retraction of the
piston. The values approximated for Fs0 was 6.751N , for extracting stroke Xu, and
Xl were 2.34 × 10-04m2 and −2.05 × 10-04m2 and for retracting stroke they were
−3.62×10-04m2 and 3.52×10-04m2 respectively. The friction force for extracting and
retracting strokes are
Ffext = 6.715 + 2.34× 10−04Pu − 2.05× 10−04Pl (2.23)
Ffret = 6.715− 3.62× 10−04Pu + 3.52× 10−04Pl (2.24)
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Considering the friction behavior of the pneumatic system, the exerted force on the
part becomes
FL = PuAu − PlAl − PatmArod ∓ (Fs0 +XuPu +XlPl) +MgCosθ (2.25)
2.3. MODELING OF DIRECTIONAL PROPORTIONAL VALVE
In previous sections 2.1, and 2.2, equations 2.18, and 2.25 define that the
difference between the pressures in upper and lower chambers determines the external
force and their sum governs the stiffness. Therefore, regulating air pressure in both
chambers, desired force and stiffness can be achieved. Pressure can be regulated by
controlling mass flow rate. Differentiating equation 2.8 and2.9
P˙u(Vu + Vpu) + PuV˙u = m˙uRT (2.26)
P˙l(Vl + Vpl) + PlV˙l = m˙lRT (2.27)
where, R and T are considered constant. The equations 2.26, and 2.27 are valid
with the assumptions that air is an ideal gas, pressure and temperature within each
chamber is uniformly distributed, and the kinetic and potential energies of the air are
negligible [57]. The required mass flow rate can be expressed as,
m˙u =




P˙l(Al(L−Xd) + Vpl) + PlAl(∓X˙d)
RT
(2.29)
The mass flow rate can be modeled as compressible flow through an orifice with
variable area [58]. Since the directional proportional valves are substantially faster
than the actuator dynamics, so their dynamics are neglected [59]. The relation of
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mass flow rate with the valve area is expressed as
m˙ = Avalve(I)ϕ(Pup, Pdn) (2.30)
where Av(I) is the area of the orifice of the valve which is a function of coil current
I, and Pup is the upstream and Pdn is the downstream pressure across the valve.





























where Cf is the discharging coefficient of the valve, and Pcr(=0.528) is the critical
pressure ratio for dividing the flow regime into unchocked and chocked flow, γ(=1.4)
is the specific heat ratio for air. The value of Cf , 0.77 was determined experimentally.
The input current of the valves I controls the orifice area, as a result the mass flow
rate is controlled and the set force and stiffness is attained by regulating the pressures
in both chambers.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND CONTROLLER DESIGN
3.1. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP OF ROBOTIC POLISHING SYSTEM
The developed polishing system consists of an articulated industrial robot, a
compliant active force and stiffness controller device, polishing tool, a working table
with a vise to hold the part to be polished. The repeatability of the robot used is
0.5mm. A pneumatic angle die grinder is used to perform polishing. Figure 3.1 shows
the experimental setup of the polishing system on an industrial robot.
Figure 3.1. Experimental setup on an articulated industrial robot
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The compliant device consists of a guide rod type compact cylinder model no.
CDQMB63TN-100 manufactured by SMC, a FC23 compression load cell mounted
at the end of the device, an analog positioning sensor MPA-107THTU0 used for
measuring the position of the piston, three pressure sensors ISE40A manufactured by
SMC, two flow type directional proportional valves VEF3141-1-03T. An intel Galileo
arduino is used as a real-time controller. Figure 3.2 illustrates the setup of the
compliant device at the end effector of the robot. The valves and other electronics
are shown in Figure 3.3 are mounted on the arm of the robot. The physical parameter
used in this experimental setup is shown in Table 3.1.




Figure 3.3. Experimental set up : (a) control circuit, and (b) valve
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Figure 3.4 shows that the load cell is mounted at the center of the end effector
of the device. The tool is fixed on a plate such that the tool remains coaxial with
the load cell. The plate is screwed with the top plate where the load cell is mounted.
There is a clamping force between these two plates which is offset value for the load
cell. To polish a plate first a surface is scanned and tool path is generated. The robot
follows the tool path. Since the repeatability of the robot is approximately 0.5 mm,
therefore the robot can not follow the path precisely. The error in path following is
compensated by the device as well as required force and stiffness are maintained.
Figure 3.4. Load cell mounted at the center of the end effector
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Table 3.1. Parameters used for simulation and experiments
Quantity Symbol Value
Supply pressure Ps 765000 Pa
Length of the cylinder L 100 mm
Diameter of the upper chamber Du 63 mm
Diameter of the rod Drod 20 mm
Effective cross sectional area of the upper chamber Au 3117 mm
2
Cross sectional area of the rod Arod 314 mm
2
Effective cross sectional area of the lower chamber Al 2803 mm2
Volume of the pipe for upper chamber Vpu 347.5 mm
3
Volume of the pipe for upper chamber Vpl 347.5 mm
3
Valve orifice maximum area Av 25 mm
2
Mass of the tool, piston and rod MT 2.9 Kg
Mass of the pen marker, piston and rod Av 1.3 Kg
3.2. FORCE AND STIFFNESS MAPPING
There is an inherent stiffness in the polishing device due to the atmospheric
pressure in both chambers. When the piston is positioned at the mid of the total
length of the cylinder i.e. 50 mm, the inherent stiffness calculated using equation
2.18, is 12N/mm. Figure 3.5 represents the mapping of the stiffness at different pres-
sures in both chambers when the piston position is fixed at 50mm. The minimum
and maximum stiffness that can be achieved at 50mm piston position are 12N/mm
and 85N/mm respectively. When the piston position moves up and down the stiff-
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ness ranges increases but the minimum stiffness value shifts to an increased value.
Figure 3.6 shows that the minimum stiffness at atmospheric pressure in both chamber
at 80 mm piston position is 18.37 N/mm and the maximum stiffness for maximum
supply pressure in both chambers is more than the maximum stiffness at 50 mm
piston position. If the piston moves more downward the minimum stiffness goes be-
yond the minimum required stiffness 20 N/mm. The similar mapping result can be
achieved for 20 mm piston position. Therefore the proper piston position for robotic
polishing is ranged between 20 to 80 mm. The stiffness mapping can determine the
optimized piston position for required stiffness. The polishing force is ranged between
10 to 30 N and the stiffness range is between 20 to 50N/mm. Using equation 2.18
from section 2.1 and equation 2.25 from section 2.2 the value of pressures in each
chamber were determined at different piston position within the range 20 to 80 mm
for different force and stiffness with different tools i.e. polishing tool and marker pen
holder. Figure 3.7 illustrates the different values of set pressure in both chambers
during extraction and retraction of the piston at 10 N force and 20 N/mm stiff-
ness. It is evident from the figure that at 50 mm piston position the set pressure is
maximum for both chambers, and it reduces as the piston moves up or down. The
friction dynamics during extraction and retraction of piston have significant effect on
the set pressures. The optimized piston position can be either nearby at 20 mm or
80 mm. 80 mm position is chosen so that the device can have long operating length.
When the piston is positioned between 75mm and 80mm the set pressures for both
chambers are minimum. Figure 3.8 shows the effect of the orientation of the tool.
When the tool is horizontal, there is no effect of tool mass and gravity. From figure
3.6 and 3.7, it is apparent that when the tool is orienting from vertical to horizontal
angular position the pressure difference between the chambers is decreasing. The
required pressures when the tool is vertical is shown in Figure 3.9 and when the tool
is horizontal is shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.5. Stiffness mapping at 50 mm piston position for different pressures
Figure 3.6. Stiffness mapping at 80 mm piston position for different pressures
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Figure 3.7. Pressure at different piston position for 10 N force and 20 N/mm stiffness
when the tool is vertical
Figure 3.8. Pressure at different piston position for 10 N force and 20 N/mm stiffness
when the tool is horizontal
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Figure 3.9. Pressure at different piston position for 30 N force and 40 N/mm stiffness
when the tool is vertical
Figure 3.10. Pressure at different piston position for 30 N force and 40 N/mm stiffness
when the tool is horizontal
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As the set force and stiffness increase the pressure required for different position
also increases. From Figure 3.9 and 3.10, the effect of tool orientation can be identified
comparing the set pressures in both chambers at different piston position. At 80mm
piston position, set pressures in both chambers are almost equal when there is no
gravitational effect. Only the difference of the area in both chambers has the major
impact on the exerted force and the piston position is responsible for obtaining the
set stiffness. 80mm is the most optimized piston position for polishing. But 80mm is
critical value as shown in Figure 3.6, therefore the optimized piston position selected
is 75mm.
3.3. DESIGN OF FORCE AND STIFFNESS CONTROLLER
From section 2.2 using equation 2.25, the set force can be written as,
FLset = PusetAu − PlsetAl − PatmArod − (Fs0 +XuPuset +XlPlset) +MgCosθ (3.1)







Solving equations 3.1, and 3.2, the set values of pressures in both chambers become
Puset =
Xd((L−Xd)(Al −Xl)Kset + Al(FLset + PatmArod + Fs0 −MgCosθ))
(L−Xd)Au(Al −Xl) +XdAl(Au −Xu) (3.3)
Plset =
(L−Xd)(Xd(Au −Xu)Kset − Au(FLset + PatmArod + Fs0 −MgCosθ)
(L−Xd)Au(Al −Xl) +XdAl(Au −Xu) (3.4)
In robotic polishing, tools are changed frequently so the effect of mass, gravity and
the orientation of the tool is computed from any current values of the system. At any
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time t the output force function is
FL(t) = Pu(t)Au−Pl(t)Al−PatmArod−(Fs0+Xu(t)Pu(t)+Xl(t)Pl(t))+MgCosθ (3.5)
The effect of the mass, gravity, and orientation of the tool is shown in section 3.2.
An controller is designed to calculate the force due to the direction of the tool. From
the measured values of pressure in both chambers and the force exerted between the
tool and part, the effect of mass, gravity and orientation can be calculated as
MgCosθ = FL(t)−(Pu(t)Au − Pl(t)Al − PatmArod − (Fs0 +Xu(t)Pu(t) +Xl(t)Pl(t)))
(3.6)
Substituting equation 3.6 in equations 3.3 and 3.4, the required set pressures at time
(t+ 1) for both chambers become
Puset =
Xd(L−Xd)(Al −Xl(t+ 1))Kset
(L−Xd)Au(Al −Xl(t+ 1)) +XdAl(Au −Xu(t+ 1))
+
XdAl (FLset − FL(t) + Pu(t)(Au −Xu(t))− Pl(t)(Al −Xl(t)))
(L−Xd)Au(Al −Xl(t+ 1)) +XdAl(Au −Xu(t+ 1)) (3.7)
Plset =
Xd(L−Xd)(Au −Xu(t+ 1))Kset
(L−Xd)Au(Al −Xl(t+ 1)) +XdAl(Au −Xu(t+ 1))
− XdAl (FLset − FL(t) + Pu(t)(Au −Xu(t))− Pl(t)(Al −Xl(t)))
(L−Xd)Au(Al −Xl(t+ 1)) +XdAl(Au −Xu(t+ 1)) (3.8)
The set pressures in both chambers at any time are calculated using equations 3.7
and 3.8. Required mass flow rate is calculated from equations 2.28 and 2.29. The
necessary valve area is obtained from mass flow rate. A PI controller is designed
to regulate the pressures in both chambers. The P and I values are determined




The adaptive force and stiffness controller was implemented on an industrial
robot to demonstrate the approach. To validate the performance of the designed
adaptive controller, the piston was first positioned approximately at its optimized
position. The device was then actuated to achieve desired minimum force and stiffness
and maximum force and stiffness. Figure 4.1 represents the piston position during
maneuvering the tool on a flat horizontal workpiece. Figure 4.2, and Figure 4.3 show
that the desired force and stiffness are achieved. The error in the output force is 1
N and error in the stiffness is less than 1 N/mm. The set pressures and measured
pressures in both chambers are in agreement with the simulated pressure at optimized
piston position (shown in Figure 4.4, and Figure 4.5). Figure 4.6, and Figure 4.7
represents the error in the pressures in both chambers. Later, the device was actuated
at same piston position to achieve minimum force (10N) and stiffness (20N/mm).
Figure 4.8, and Figure 4.9 illustrate the measured force and stiffness. In Figure 4.10,
the measured and set pressures are according to the simulation results as shown in
Figure 4.11.
Figure 4.1. Maneuvering the tool at 75 mm piston position
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Figure 4.2. Measured polishing force for 30 N force and 40 N/mm stiffness at 75 mm
piston position
Figure 4.3. Measured stiffness for 30 N force and 40 N/mm at 75 mm piston position
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Figure 4.4. Pressure in upper and lower chambers for 30 N force and 40 N/mm stiffness at
75 mm piston position
Figure 4.5. Pressure mapping in both chambers between 70 to 80 mm piston position for
30 N force and 40 N/mm stiffness
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Figure 4.6. Error in upper chamber pressure for 30 N force and 40 N/mm stiffness at 75
mm piston position
Figure 4.7. Error in lower chamber pressure for 30 N force and 40 N/mm stiffness at 75
mm piston position
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Figure 4.8. Measured polishing force for 10 N force and 20 N/mm stiffness at 75 mm
piston position
Figure 4.9. Measured stiffness for 10 N force and 20 N/mm stiffness at 75 mm piston
position
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Figure 4.10. Pressure in upper and lower chambers for 10 N force and 20 N/mm stiffness
at 75 mm piston position
Figure 4.11. Pressure mapping in both chambers between 70 to 80 mm piston position for
10 N force and 20 N/mm stiffness
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The designed adaptive controller performs successfully at optimized piston
position. To examine the performance of the device at different piston position, the
piston was shifted to the mid position of the total length of the cylinder and the device
was actuated for the minimum required force and stiffness and maximum required
force and stiffness for polishing. Figure 4.12 represents the piston position during
maneuvering the tool on a flat horizontal workpiece. Figure 4.13, and Figure 4.14
shows that the controller is applicable for any piston position. The required pressures
in both chambers for 30N force and 40N/mm at 50mm piston position (shown in
Figure 4.15, and Figure 4.16) are higher than the pressures required at 75mm pis-
ton position (shown in Figure 4.4). Figure 4.17, and Figure 4.18 illustrate the error
in measured pressrue from mapped pressure in both chambers. Therefore, the opti-
mized piston position makes the system robust to operate at low-pressure air supply
compared to any other piston position. The designed force and stiffness controller
is adaptive in the sense that it can compensate the effect of tool mass, gravity and
orientation. The polishing tool was replaced by a marker pen holder to validate the
adaptability of the controller. Similar experiments were carried on for the marker
pen holder.
Figure 4.12. Maneuvering the tool at 50 mm piston position
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Figure 4.13. Measured polishing force for 30 N force and 40 N/mm stiffness at 50 mm
piston position
Figure 4.14. Measured stiffness for 30 N force and 40 N/mm at 50 mm piston position
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Figure 4.15. Pressure in upper and lower chambers for 30 N force and 40 N/mm stiffness
at 50 mm piston position
Figure 4.16. Pressure mapping in both chambers between 40 mm to 60 mm piston
position for 30 N force and 40 N/mm stiffness
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Figure 4.17. Error in upper chamber pressure for 30 N force and 40 N/mm stiffness at 50
mm piston position
Figure 4.18. Error in lower chamber pressure for 30 N force and 40 N/mm stiffness at 50
mm piston position
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Figure 4.19 represents the experimental setup for marker pen holder. Fig-
ure 4.20 shows the movement of marker pen holder on a flat surface. The measured
force and stiffness (shown in Figure 4.21, and Figure 4.22) validate that the controller
is capable of performing well on tools of different masses. As the mass is reduced,
the required pressures in both chambers are reduced as well. Also, the difference
between the pressures in both chambers are reduced. Figure 4.23, and Figure 4.24
represent the measured pressure and mapped pressure in both chambers. The ob-
jective of adding a compliant device at the end effector of an industrial robot is to
compensate the positional inaccuracy of the robot maintaining contact always be-
tween the tool and the part with constant force. Robotic writing was performed on
a curved whiteboard with a marker pen to validate these at different tool orienta-
tion. Figure 4.25 illustrates successful implementation of the compliant device during
robotic writing. For polishing experiments, the grinding tool was attached at the
end effector of the device to perform polishing on a 4inch × 2inch specimen with an
initial surface roughness of 1.6micron. The polishing tool was rotated with an air
pressure of 80psi and the polishing force was set at 10 N and stiffness was varied
between 20N/mm to 40N/mm. Figure 4.26, and Figure 4.27 illustrate the polishing
path used for polishing. The specimens were polished with 80, 180, 240, and 240 grit
polishing pads and later buffed with a soft pad. Figure 4.28, 4.29, 4.30, 4.31, and
4.32 represent the specimens after being polished. Surface roughness was measured
using profilometer within the range of 2mm. At different position of the polished
surface, the polishing quality was measured. Later, it was averaged. The roughness
profile of the surface polished at 30N/mm stiffness is shown in Figure 4.33, 4.34, 4.35,
and 4.36. Figure 4.37 illustrates the surface roughness and its average for different
operating conditions. The observations obtained (shown in Figure 4.37) agree with
the result [52] that there exists an intermediate value of stiffness which produces best
polishing results.
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Figure 4.19. Marker pen holder mounted at the end of the cylinder
Figure 4.20. Maneuvering a marker pen holder at 75 mm piston position
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Figure 4.21. Measured force for 30 N force and 40 N/mm stiffness at 75 mm piston
position with marker pen holder
Figure 4.22. Measured stiffness for 30 N force and 40 N/mm stiffness at 75 mm piston
position with marker pen holder
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Figure 4.23. Pressure in both chambers for 30 N force and 40 N/mm stiffness at 75 mm
piston position with marker pen holder
Figure 4.24. Mapped pressure in both chambers between 70 to 80 mm piston position for
30 N force and 40 N/mm stiffness with marker pen holder
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Figure 4.25. Robotic writing on a curved surface
Figure 4.26. Polishing path : zigzag pattern
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Figure 4.27. Polishing path : straight line pattern
Figure 4.28. Specimen polished at 10 N force and 20 N/mm stiffness
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Figure 4.29. Specimen polished at 10 N force and 25 N/mm stiffness
Figure 4.30. Specimen polished at 10 N force and 30 N/mm stiffness
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Figure 4.31. Specimen polished at 10 N force and 35 N/mm stiffness
Figure 4.32. Specimen polished at 10 N force and 40 N/mm stiffness
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Figure 4.33. Sample 1: Surface profile of the surface polished at 10 N polishing force and
30 N/mm stiffness
Figure 4.34. Sample 2: Surface profile of the surface polished at 10 N polishing force and
30 N/mm stiffness
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Figure 4.35. Sample 3: Surface profile of the surface polished at 10 N polishing force and
30 N/mm stiffness
Figure 4.36. Sample 4: Surface profile of the surface polished at 10 N polishing force and
30 N/mm stiffness
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Figure 4.37. Surface roughness at 10 N polishing force for different stiffness
During polishing at low stiffness, the abrasive particles do not indent into
the surface much compared to the polishing at higher stiffness. Therefore, higher
stiffness produces better material removal rate and causes the surface to be better
polished. But after a certain value of stiffness, if the stiffness is increased, the abrasive
particles over-polish the surface, as a result, surface quality degrades. That’s is why,
an intermediate value of stiffness is required to get a better surface quality. The
consideration of stiffness besides force is significant, when a welded, or deposited
part is to polish as the surface of such part is uneven. Low stiffness is required for
polishing a deposited part. Figure 4.38 represents the part polished at 10 N set force
and 20 N/mm stiffness with a 1” diameter polishing pad. Therefore, the effective
implementation of the designed adaptive force and stiffness controller is demonstrated
at various polishing condition in this section.
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Figure 4.38. Polishing of a laser metal deposited part
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5. CONCLUSION
In this work, an adaptive force and stiffness controlled compliant device was
designed for robotic polishing. The experimentation involved successful implemen-
tation of the device for different tools and different tool orientation. The effect of
stiffness was realized by polishing some specimen at various stiffness with constant
polishing force. Simulations were conducted for different force and stiffness over the
full length of the cylinder to approximate the required pressures in upper and lower
chambers at various piston position. The optimized piston position was determined
through simulation and validated through experimentation. Results indicate that at
the optimized piston position compared to any other position, the system requires
low air pressure to achieve required force and stiffness. As a future work, the device
would be used for hybrid manufacturing i.e. polishing metal deposited parts and the
parts repaired by laser metal deposition.
APPENDIX A
ARDUINO INTEL GALILEO CONTROLLER CODE
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const i n t ledPin = 13 ; // the number o f the LED pin
i n t l edS ta t e = LOW; // l edS ta t e used to s e t the LED
i n t w = 0 ;
i n t q = 0 ;
f l o a t u , v ;
double error A , e r ro r B ;
double k c a l c u l a t e d =0;
double k = 35000 ; // s t i f f n e s s
// Cyl inder S p e c i f i c a t i o n
f l o a t L=100e−3; // Length in m
f l o a t Aa= 3117e−6; // bore 63mm Area i s in mˆ2
f l o a t Ab= 2803e−6; // Area i s in mmˆ2
f l o a t Ar= 314e−6; // bore 20 mm Area i s in mˆ2
unsigned long Q; // to c a l c u l a t e time
// Set Values o f Pressure f o r 100 N Force
double F set =15; // s e t the va lue o f Force
double F current = 0 ;
double F e r ro r =0;
double Pa set = 101325; // 35 PSI
double Pa set1 = 101325;
double Pb set = 101325; // 32 .1 PSI
double Pb set1 = 101325;
double Patm= 107325; // 14 .69 PSI
// Sensor Se t t i ng
const i n t F Pin = A0 ; // s e l e c t the input pin f o r Load c e l l
const i n t Pa Pin = A5 ; // S e l e c t the input pin f o r Pa Sensor
const i n t Pb Pin = A4 ; // S e l e c t the input pin f o r Pb Sensor
const i n t Ps Pin = A3 ; // S e l e c t the input pin f o r Ps Sensor
// S e l e c t the input pin f o r Displacement Sensor
const i n t X Pin = A2 ;
// v a r i a b l e to s t o r e the value coming from senso r F
i n t F sensor =0;
// v a r i a b l e to s t o r e the value coming from senso r Pa
i n t Pa sensor =0;
// v a r i a b l e to s t o r e the value coming from senso r Pb
i n t Pb sensor =0;
// v a r i a b l e to s t o r e the value coming from senso r Ps
i n t Ps sensor =0;
// v a r i a b l e to s t o r e the value o f Displacement s enso r
i n t X sensor =0;
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// v a r i a b l e to s t o r e the vo l tage o f Load Ce l l s en so r
double F Volt = 0 ;
// v a r i a b l e to s t o r e the vo l tage o f Pressure A senso r
double Pa Volt = 0 ;
// v a r i a b l e to s t o r e the vo l tage o f Pressure B senso r
double Pb Volt = 0 ;
// v a r i a b l e to s t o r e the vo l tage o f Supply Pres sure s enso r
double Ps Volt = 0 ;
// v a r i a b l e to s t o r e the vo l tage o f Displacement sens
double X Volt = 0 ;
double F = 1 ; // i n i t i a l va lue o f Load Cel l
double F inv= 1 ;
double Pa = 101325; // i n i t i a l va lue o f Pres sure sensor A
double Pb = 101325; // i n i t i a l va lue o f Pres sure sensor B
// i n i t i a l va lue o f Supply Pressure s enso r
double Ps = 101325;
double X = 0 ; // i n i t i a l va lue o f Displacement s enso r
// i n i t i a l va lue o f Displacement o f A Chamber
double Xa=0;
// i n i t i a l va lue o f Displacement o f B Chamber
double Xb=100e−3;
// I n i t i a l i z a t i o n o f Pa , Pb , Ps , Xa , Xb,
// I n i t i a l i z a t i o n o f Pa bar , Pb bar , Xa bar , Xb bar
double Pa bar =0; // ra t e o f change o f Pa
double Pb bar =0; // ra t e o f change o f Pb
double Xa bar=0; // ra t e o f change o f Xa
double Xb bar=0; // ra t e o f change o f Xb
double Xa acc =0; // ra t e o f change o f Xa bar
double Xb acc=0; // ra t e o f change o f Xb bar
double Xa previous =0; // prev ious value o f p i s ton disp lacement
// prev ious value o f r a t e o f change o f Xa bar
double Xa bar prev ious = 0 ;
// prev ious value o f r a t e o f change o f Xb bar
double Xb bar prev ious = 0 ;
double Ma bar=0; // ra t e o f change o f mass or mass f low ra t e
double Mb bar=0; //// ra t e o f change o f mass or mass f low ra t e
i n t Area A fake =0;
i n t Area B fake =0;
i n t Area A=0; // /Area o f Valve A with in 0 to 25
i n t Area B=0; // Area o f Valve B with in 0 to 25
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// Pua , Pda , Pub , Pdb are upstream downstream
// f o r upper chamber and lower chamber r e s p e c t i v e l y
double Pd B=0;
double Aa spool =0; // Aa spool=Ma bar/meu A
double Ab spool =0; // Ab spool=Mb bar/
double Pdu Aratio= 0 . 0 0 1 ; // r a t i o o f Pd/Pu
double Pdu Bratio= 0 . 0 0 1 ; // r a t i o n o f Pd/Pu
// constant va lue s RT, C1 , C2 , Cf , gama
f l o a t RT inv= 12e−6; // R=287 T=293 RT=84091
// i n v e r s e o f C1/ root T ; where C1=0.040418 and T=293
f l o a t C1 inv =423.51;
// i n v e r s e o f C2/ root T ; where C2=0.156174 and T=293
f l o a t C2 inv =109.6;
f l o a t Cf inv= 1 . 3 ; // d i s cha rge co−e f f i c i e n t
f l o a t gama inv= 0 . 7 1 4 3 ; // gama=1.4
f l o a t gama1 = 0.2857 ; // (gama−1)/gama value
// Array f o r c a l c u l a t i n g cur rent
i n t current A =0;
i n t current B =0;
unsigned i n t current A upstream [26 ]={164 ,167 ,171 ,175 ,179 ,
183 ,187 ,191 ,195 ,199 ,203 ,207 ,211 ,215 ,219 ,223 ,227 ,
231 ,235 ,239 ,243 ,247 ,250 ,251 ,253 ,255} ;
unsigned i n t current A downstream [26 ]={163 ,159 ,155 ,151 ,
147 ,143 ,138 ,134 ,130 ,128 ,124 ,120 ,116 ,112 ,
108 ,104 ,100 ,96 ,92 ,88 ,84 ,80 ,76 ,72 ,68 ,64} ;
unsigned i n t current B upstream [26 ]={172 ,175 ,179 ,183 ,
187 ,191 ,195 ,199 ,203 ,207 ,211 ,215 ,219 ,223 ,227 ,231 ,
235 ,239 ,243 ,247 ,249 ,251 ,253 ,255 ,255 ,255} ;
unsigned i n t current B downstream [26 ]={171 ,167 ,163 ,159 ,
155 ,151 ,147 ,143 ,138 ,134 ,130 ,128 ,124 ,120 ,116 ,
112 ,108 ,104 ,100 ,96 ,92 ,88 ,84 ,80 ,76 ,72} ;
// d e f i n i n g Analog pin f o r Valve A & Valve B
const i n t valve B = 6 ;
const i n t valve A = 5 ;
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unsigned i n t ADC A=0;
unsigned i n t ADC B=0;
double F ca l cu l a t ed =0;
double P A1 inv = 3208 ;
double P B1 inv = 3567 ;
double F cur r en t inv = 1 ;
void setup ( ) {
// put your setup code here , to run once :
S e r i a l . begin ( 9 6 0 0 ) ;
pinMode ( valve B , OUTPUT) ;
pinMode ( valve A , OUTPUT) ;
pinMode ( ledPin , OUTPUT) ;
}
void loop ( ) {
/∗ i f (Xa<=0.06)
{
l e dS ta t e = HIGH;
}
e l s e i f (Xa>0.06)
{
l e dS ta t e = LOW;
}
d i g i t a l W r i t e ( ledPin , l edS ta t e ) ;∗/
// put your main code here , to run repea t ed ly :
// read the value from the senso r :
F sensor = analogRead ( F Pin ) ;
Pa sensor = analogRead ( Pa Pin ) ;
Pb sensor = analogRead ( Pb Pin ) ;
// Ps sensor= analogRead ( Ps Pin ) ;
X sensor = analogRead ( X Pin ) ;
// Convert s enso r Values in to Units
// conver t ing the d i g i t a l va lue in to analog vo l tage
F Volt = 0.0048828125 ∗ F sensor ;
Pa Volt = 0.0048828125 ∗ Pa sensor ;
Pb Volt = 0.0048828125 ∗ Pb sensor ;
Ps Volt = 0.0048828125 ∗ Ps sensor ;
X Volt = 0.0048828125 ∗ X sensor ;
u = 0.5681∗u+0.4319∗Pa Volt ;
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// v = 0.945∗v+0.0549∗Pb Volt ;
//u = 0.9691∗u+0.03093∗Pa Volt ;
// v = 0.9691∗v+0.03093∗Pb Volt ;
F = (−224.6∗F Volt +1116); // conver t ing in to r e a l f o r c e
// conver t ing to r e a l p r e s su r e
Pa = (0 . 25 ∗ Pa Volt − 0.25)∗1000000+101325;
Pb = (0 . 25 ∗ Pb Volt − 0.25)∗1000000+101325;
Ps = (0 . 25 ∗ Ps Volt − 0.25)∗1000000+101325;
//Ps=665000+101325;
F ca l cu l a t ed= Pa∗Aa−Pb∗Ab;
// convert the va lue in to i n t e g e r
F current = i n t (F)−238;
F e r ro r=F set−F current ;
Pa=i n t (Pa ) ; // convert the va lue in to i n t e g e r
Pb=i n t (Pb ) ; // convert the value in to i n t e g e r
Ps=i n t ( Ps ) ; // convert the value in to i n t e g e r
// conver t ing the disp lacement s enso r va lue in to un i t va lue













Xb = 0 . 0 0 1 ;
}




Pa set = Xa∗P A1 inv ∗(Xb∗k+F er ro r+F ca l cu l a t ed ) ;
Pb set = Xb∗P B1 inv ∗(Xa∗k−F error−F ca l cu l a t ed ) ;
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// Pa set = 150000;
// Pb set= 170000;
i f (Xa>0.09)
{
er ror A =0;
e r ro r B =0;
}
e l s e
{
er ror A=error A ∗ 0 . 8 ;
e r ro r B=error B ∗ 0 . 8 ;
}
Pa set1 = Pa set+error A ;
Pb set1 = Pb set+erro r B ;
Pa bar= Pa set1−Pa ;
Pb bar=Pb set1−Pb ;
Xa bar=Xa−Xa previous ;
Xb bar=−1∗Xa bar ;
// Ma bar and Mb bar value c a l c u l a t i o n −−> mass f low r a t e s
Ma bar= ( Pa bar ∗(Aa∗Xa+34.75e−5)∗100+Pa∗Aa∗Xa bar ∗80)∗RT inv ;
Mb bar= ( Pb bar ∗(Ab∗Xb+34.75e−5)∗100+Pb∗Ab∗Xb bar ∗80)∗RT inv ;
// Upstream and Downstream pre s su r e determinat ion
// and Area o f spoo l c a l c u l a t i o n
i f ( Pa bar>=10) {
// Pu=Ps upstream = supply ; Pd=Pa downstream=Chamber A
Pu A=Ps ;
Pd A=Pa ;
Pdu Aratio=Pd A/Pu A ;
// choked f low cond i t i on
i f ( Pdu Aratio <=0.528){
Aa spool= Ma bar ∗1000000∗423.51∗ Cf inv /Pu A ;
}
e l s e {
double f = pow ( Pdu Aratio , gama inv ) ;
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double f 1 = pow ( Pdu Aratio , gama1 ) ;
double f 2 = s q r t (1− f 1 ) ;
Aa spool= Ma bar ∗1000000∗109.6∗ Cf inv /Pu A/ f / f2 ;
}
Aa spool=Aa spool ;
Area A fake= ( i n t ) Aa spool ;
i f ( Area A fake >25){
Area A=25;
}
e l s e {
Area A=Area A fake ;}
current A= current A upstream [ Area A ] ;
}
e l s e i f ( Pa bar<=−10){
// Pu=Pa upstream=Chamber A; Pd=Patm downstream=Exhaust
Pu A=Pa ;
Pd A=Patm ;
Pdu Aratio=Pd A/Pu A ;
i f ( Pdu Aratio <=0.528){
Aa spool= −Ma bar ∗1000000∗423.51∗ Cf inv /Pu A ;}
e l s e {
double f = pow ( Pdu Aratio , gama inv ) ;
double f 1 = pow ( Pdu Aratio , gama1 ) ;
double f 2 = s q r t (1− f 1 ) ;
Aa spool= −1000000∗Ma bar ∗109.6∗ Cf inv /Pu A/ f / f2 ;
}
Aa spool=Aa spool ;
Area A fake= ( i n t ) Aa spool ;
i f ( Area A fake>=25){
Area A=25;}
e l s e {
Area A=Area A fake ;}
current A= current A downstream [ Area A ] ;
}




i f ( Pb bar>=10) {




Pdu Bratio=Pd B/Pu B ;
i f ( Pdu Bratio <=0.528){
Ab spool= 1000000∗Mb bar ∗423.51∗ Cf inv /Pu B ;}
e l s e {
double f = pow ( Pdu Bratio , gama inv ) ;
double f 1 = pow ( Pdu Bratio , gama1 ) ;
double f 2 = s q r t (1− f 1 ) ;
Ab spool= 1000000∗Mb bar ∗109.6∗ Cf inv /Pu B/ f / f2 ;
}
Ab spool=Ab spool ;
Area B fake= ( i n t ) Ab spool ;
i f ( Area B fake>=25){
Area B=25;}
e l s e {
Area B=Area B fake ;}
current B= current B upstream [ Area B ] ;
}
e l s e i f ( Pb bar<=−10) {
// Pu=Pa upstream=Chamber B; Pd=Patm downstream=Exhaust
Pu B=Pb ;
Pd B=Patm ;
Pdu Bratio=Pd B/Pu B ;
i f ( Pdu Bratio <=0.528){
Ab spool= −1000000∗Mb bar ∗423.51∗ Cf inv /Pu B ;}
e l s e {
double f = pow ( Pdu Bratio , gama inv ) ;
double f 1 = pow ( Pdu Bratio , gama1 ) ;
double f 2 = s q r t (1− f 1 ) ;
Ab spool= −1000000∗Mb bar ∗109.6∗ Cf inv /Pu B/ f / f2 ;
}
Ab spool=Ab spool ;
Area B fake = ( i n t ) Ab spool ;
i f ( Area B fake>=25){
Area B=25;}
e l s e {
Area B=Area B fake ;}
current B = current B downstream [ Area B ] ; }
e l s e {
Ab spool =0;
current B =142;}
// conver t ing cur rent value to d i g i t a l
ADC A=current A ;
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ADC B=current B ;
//ADC A=255;
//ADC B=255;




























e r ror A =0;
e r ro r B =0;
}
// analogWrite ( valve B ,ADC B) ;
// analogWrite ( valve A ,ADC A) ;
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//ADC A = 255 ;
//ADC B = 255 ;
// analogWrite ( valve B ,ADC B) ;
// analogWrite ( valve A ,ADC A) ;
k c a l c u l a t e d=Aa∗Pa/Xa + Ab∗Pb/Xb;
// Cons ider ing cur r ent va lue o f Xa as prev ious value /
Xa previous=Xa ;
Q= m i l l i s ( ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t (Q) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t (” ” ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t (Pa ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t (” ” ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t ( Pa set ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t (” ” ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t (Pb ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t (” ” ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t ( Pb set ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t (” ” ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t ( k c a l c u l a t e d ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t (” ” ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t (Xa , 4 ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t (” ” ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( F current ) ;
// de lay ( 1 0 ) ;
}
APPENDIX B





L = 0 . 1 ;
Patm = 101325;
m = 3 ;
g = 9 . 8 ;
xu ext = 2.34 e−4;
x l e x t = 2 .05 e−4;
xu re t = −3.62e−4;
x l r e t = −3.52e−4;
Fso ext = 22 ;
Fso r e t = −22;
Fl =10;
k= 20000 ;
syms Pu ext P l ex t Pu ret P l r e t
w ext = ze ro s ( 1 ) ;
x ext = ze ro s ( 1 ) ;
y ext = ze ro s ( 1 ) ;
z ex t = ze ro s ( 1 ) ;
w ret = ze ro s ( 1 ) ;
x r e t = ze ro s ( 1 ) ;
y r e t = ze ro s ( 1 ) ;
z r e t = ze ro s ( 1 ) ;
f o r i = 1:100
Xd = 0.07+( i −1)∗0.0001;
f o r j = 1 :90
i f (mod( i ,2)==0)
theta = j −1;
e l s e
theta = 91− j ;
end
[ so lPu ext , s o l P l e x t ] = s o l v e ( [ Pu ext∗Au/Xd
+ Pl ext ∗Al /(L−Xd)−k == 0 , (Au−xu ext )∗ Pu ext
−(Al−xu ext )∗ Pl ext−Patm∗Arod−Fso ext
+m∗g∗ cosd ( theta )+Fl == 0 ] ) ;
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[ so lPu re t , s o l P l r e t ] = s o l v e ( [ Pu ret ∗Au/Xd
+ P l r e t ∗Al /(L−Xd)−k == 0 , (Au−xu ext )∗ Pu ret
−(Al−xu re t )∗ Pl r e t−Patm∗Arod−Fso re t
+m∗g∗ cosd ( theta)−Fl == 0 ] ) ;
x ext ( ( i −1)∗90+ j ) = so lPu ext ;
y ext ( ( i −1)∗90+ j ) = s o l P l r e t ;
z ex t ( ( i −1)∗90+ j ) = theta ;
w ext ( ( i −1)∗90+ j ) = Xd;
w ret ( ( i −1)∗90+ j ) = s o l P u r e t ;
x r e t ( ( i −1)∗90+ j )= s o l P l r e t ;
y r e t ( ( i −1)∗90+ j ) = theta ;
z r e t ( ( i −1)∗90+ j ) = Xd;
end
end
%plot3 ( w ext , z ext , x ext , w ext , z ext , y ext )
%plo t3 ( w ret , z r e t , x re t , w ret , z r e t , y r e t )
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